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Abstract: The absorption of light energy by retinal is considered and the mechanical work done is estimated
in the present paper. A summary of work about retinal using PDB data is given. A weak point of the present
study of squid retinal comes from using PDB data only and no contribution of experimental data. Further inves-
tigation is considered in the present paper.
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1. Introduction
We have been studying photon absorption by squid retinal by investigating PDB data for
squid rhodopsin [16]. In a previous paper we estimated the photon absorption energy by squid
retinal [6]. The absorption energy is less than the chemical bonding energy at the key bond [6].
Here we estimate the work when retinal changes its conformation. We roughly estimate the values
when a carbon moves the distance between two neighboured carbons. This energy is about ten
times smaller than the energy absorbed by retinal. Our continued work about retinal using PDB
data can conˆrm the value of energy obtained by absorbing a photon by a retinal. This alternative
approach appears to agree with our previous work on retinal [6], from which we know that the
energy absorbed by retinal is smaller than chemical bonding such as a covalent-bond.
In the present paper, we consider our prior work on retinal and show how to proceed to fur-
ther steps ahead. In these considerations, Lamb's work has provided us with some insight [79]. G-
proteins play an important role for the visual system to organize ionic currents during photo-tran-
sduction [8,9]. The conformation change of retinal is the ˆrst step of the state change in the
rhodopsin [7]. Our research for the key retinal location in crystallized rhodopsin can provide the
energy absorbed by retinal based on the assumption of the absorption wavelength at the retinal [6].
We therefore should consider the next step to understand rhodopsin system. Until this study, we
have only considered single retinal molecules, but the eye system contains many molecules of
rhodopsin, each with a retinal molecule. The photoreceptor system uses ionic currents so that exci-
tations of G-proteins need to be considered to understand the generation of those ionic currents.
Lamb et al. measured these currents and estimated the values of various associated constants for
chemical reactions and ionic currents.
In section 2, we summarize absorption energy and comparing absorption energy by retinal
with the chemical bonding. We conclude that the conformation change of a rhodopsin molecule oc-
curred after absorbing a photon by the retinal. We consider the energy for moving of carbon atom
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that compare with absorption energy by retinal at section 3. Our approach to retinal is only using
PDB data of squid. This is our weak point discussed at section 4. Our contribution to squid retinal
is only estimation of absorption energy by comparing with mechanical work and chemical bonding.
2. Structural Change of Retinal by One Photon Absorption
In the previous paper [6], we estimated the energy of photon absorption by retinal and com-
pared that with the energy of chemical bonding. We concentrated on the single molecule case even
though there are many molecules of rhodopsin. A squid uses many molecules of rhodopsin to catch
food. We used the relationship E＝hn [10] to estimate absorbing energy for wavelengths from 400
nm to 600 nm. The short wavelength has high energy given that the energy E is obtained from the
equation E＝c/l, where c is the light velocity in vacuum space. The estimated absorption energy
range is therefore 3.97×10－19 J to 4.97×10－19 J [6]. A covalent-bond has the energy range from
6.30×10－19 J to 7.45×10－19 J [6,11]. Thus, as anyone can understand, the energy absorbed by a
retinal is insu‹cient to destroy any covalent-bond. We imagine the particular structure change of
retinal obtained by absorbing light. The PDB data shows the facts of the resulting rotational
change at cis-11. In our previous studies we studied that structural change explicitly in terms of the
contacting atoms of the associated rhodopsin [2,3]. The changes of the nearest atoms reveal the
structural change of rhodopsin. i.e. the state change of rhodopsin. The state change leads to activa-
tion of G-proteins, which in squid leads to activation of an intermediate protein complex, sPLC,
which catalyses the opening of many sTRP Na＋/CaZ ion channels [12]. In the present paper we
consider ion ‰ow through the membrane by changing the rhodopsin state related to the change of
retinal conformation.
There exist N rhodopsin per squid eye. If each rhodopsin is a dimer, as suggested by inspecting
PDB data, 2N may be the actual number of retinal molecules. It is di‹cult to absorb the photons at
the same time. So it is expected a time delay exists following the absorption of the ˆrst photon. The
state changes of each rhodopsin are diŠerent but the same states also expected since there are dis-
tributed within each eye many rhodopsins. This fact means that photon absorption occurs n(t) at a
time, which actually satisˆes n(t)＜N. The absorption energy E(t) by rhodopsin is expected to be
E(t)＝n(t)×E, where E is the absorption energy by one retinal. The n(t) is a diŠerent factor to be
considered for the whole excitation mechanism occurring at the level of the individual squid. Time
dependence comes from the time changes of photon absorptions. The rhodopsin system has such
temporal dependence.
3. Energy Flow from Absorption of Light at Retinal
Energy absorption of squid rhodopsin was investigated in the experiments [7]. They describe
several rhodopsin states as known by extinction against wavelength. Thus we can estimate the ab-
sorption energy of retinal [6]. A rough estimation of the total force is of the order of pN [13] and
displacements like the carbon-carbon distance. Following our studies, the distances of 19C20C are
in the range from 4.99 Å to 6.67 Å [3]. If we choose the force as 1 pN and 5 Å of displacement, we
obtain 5×10－20 J. The energy by photon absorption is a value in the range from 3.97×10－19 J to
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4.97×10－19 J. Thus we guess that the value is almost ten times bigger than movement of a carbon.
We can there fore conclude that conformation change of retinal is possible by a single photon ab-
sorption. The absorption of photons is the early stage of rhodopsin state changing [7]. The slow ion
currents are measured that relate to G-proteins. The absorption of photons activates G-proteins
and PDE [8,9]. The result is currents in eye system [12].
Lamb studied kinetics of G-protein that causes the temporal change of potential diŠerence be-
tween inner and outer of the membrane [8], and reviewed activation steps and kinetics from the
view point of photo-transduction [9]. In his review [9], they considered photo-kinetics by rhodop-
sin that changes the state. The energy transfer from retinal to rhodopsin implies that the structure
change of retinal by the absorption of light gives rise to bring the state change of rhodopsin by
measuring extinction shape against wavelength as is well known. The GTP is catalysed to cGMP
and phosphoric acid [8,9]. GTP catalysis is slow compared with ATP catalysis. Thus slow temporal
changes appear when GTP catalysis is included. It is reasonable for currents to be measured in the
order of msec. We therefore have considered to the current of photo-pigment system from retinal
conformation change.
4. Discussion
Our studies considered the structure change of retinal as its binds to the rhodopsin protein us-
ing PDB data for the squid. Our simple interests relate to why squids are easily caught using a lamp
at night. We have also catalogued the available PDB data for squid opsin. The ˆrst step of our
research was to understand the structural change of retinal that is found comparing PDB data of
squid retinal. The conclusion was that probably cis-trans conformation change of 11C caused by
photon absorption in retinal was the most likely change. Lamb's review [9] shows that retinal
change of conformation is the earliest stage of the change of rhodopsin states. This fact is just the
same because our ˆrst step is to investigate the change of conformation in retinal. We do not have
any idea to go to more further. Lamb's studies of G-proteins give us just like the light which place
we should go. That being said Lamb investigated vertebrate opsins and their transduction processes
are somewhat diŠerent to those seen in the squid [12]. Our next step is to relate the transduction
process to how to photoreceptor currents in the squid system, which is the most common among
animals.
We summarize our studies for conformational change of retinal based on squid PDB data in
the present paper. The energy absorption is equivalent to photon absorption of light. This process
performs the structure change of retinal. The absorbed energy is less than chemical bonding. It is
better to make energy ‰ow from retinal to rhodopsin molecule. The photon receptor system were
developed biological evolution, the squid is no diŠerent. The absorbed energy uses the conforma-
tion change to give rise next step of changing state of rhodopsin. Finally ion ‰ows are generated
through the photoreceptor cell membrane. Every step uses chemical energy of hydrolysis of GTP or
ATP. As Lamb considered, the relevant proteins change their structures to achieve the ends. Many
animals use these systems with some modiˆcations. The main diŠerences are between the vertebrate
and invertebrate systems, where resetting of the opsin is driven either by absorption of a diŠerent
photon, or by biochemical means. The latter method of vertebrates possibly evolved from a process
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that operated in darkness [9,14].
We only use PDB data of crystallized squid rhodopsin since the PDB data are open for every-
one. We do not the actual experiments. These are our weak point to progress squid visual system.
We depend on the data given by other people. We therefore search the data for squid rhodopsin as
far as possible. One of our persons would like to know what matter is important to collect squids.
People can catch the many squids at the night using lights. These points are useful for Japanese
people who love squids.
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